A recent study by Ahmed, Peterka, and Suits ͓J. Chem. Phys. 110, 4248 ͑1999͔͒ has presented the first experimentally derived estimate of the singlet-triplet gap in the simplest alkyne, acetylene. Their value, T 0 (ã 3 B 2 )ϭ28 900 cm Ϫ1 , does not agree with previous theoretical predictions using the coupled-cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative triples ͓CCSD͑T͔͒ method and a triple-plus double polarization plus f-function basis set (TZ2P f ), which yields 30 500Ϯ1000 cm
I. INTRODUCTION
Theory has provided information crucial to the resolution of several controversies concerning triplet acetylene. Although Hg-photosensitization experiments by Burton and Hunziker 1 suggested that the lowest triplet state of acetylene would be trans-bent, in 1978 Wetmore and Schaefer 2 presented ab initio theoretical results reliable enough to show definitively that the cis-bent isomer is more stable, at T e ϳ28 200 cm Ϫ1 above the ground state. This prediction was confirmed within a year with the observation of the 3 A 2 ← 3 B 2 spectrum by Hunziker and co-workers. 3 However, subsequent experimental results seemed at odds with these findings. In 1980 Lisy and Klemperer showed experimentally 4 that the lowest Auger detectable metastable triplet state of acetylene must be linear or transbent since it lacks an electric dipole moment. Moreover, Lundberg and Field ͑in 1993͒ presented 5 stimulated emission pumping ͑SEP͒ spectra of C 2 D 2 which were most easily explained if T 0 (cis 3 B 2 )р25 820 cm Ϫ1 . At that time the singlet-triplet splitting in acetylene was unknown experimentally and the 1978 value was perhaps the most reliable available. In collaboration with Lundberg and Field, Sherrill et al. 5 presented more accurate results for the cis ã 3 B 2 and trans ã 3 B u states using the coupled-cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative triples method, CCSD͑T͒, in conjunction with a triple-plus double polarization plus f functions (TZ2P f ) basis set. The higher-level theoretical treatment actually increased the singlet-triplet gap to T 0 ( 3 B 2 )
ϭ30 500Ϯ1000 cm Ϫ1 , with the trans isomer about 0.35 eV higher; this definitively ruled out the triplet assignment of the SEP spectra. In this same work, Lundberg and Field explained that there is, in fact, no contradiction between the Lisy and Klemperer experiment 4 and either the Hunziker experiment 3 or the ab initio ordering cis 3 B 2 below trans 3 B u . They argue that any cis-bent 3 B 2 acetylene formed in the Lisy-Klemperer experiment is rendered Auger undetectable due to electronically allowed spin-orbit mixing with high vibrational levels of the ground electronic state. The Auger detectability of the trans 3 B u state is consistent with the expectation that it experiences much weaker spin-orbit mixing with the ground state, since such mixing is now only vibronically allowed.
There have been several subsequent theoretical studies of triplet acetylene. Yamaguchi et al. 6 predicted molecular properties of the first four triplet states of acetylene, ã 3 B 2 Ͻã 3 B u Ͻb 3 A u Ͻb 3 A 2 , and additional studies 7, 8 have ruled out the possibility that cis-trans barriers on the T 1 or T 2 surfaces might be responsible for the anomalous sudden increase of detectable Zeeman anticrossings ͑ZAC͒ for the Ã 1 A u state. 9 Subsequently, Cui, Morokuma, and Stanton 10 found a crossing between the S 1 and T 3 surfaces nearly coincident energetically with the onset of the anomalous ZAC effects, and Cui and Morokuma 11 proposed a nonadiabatic mechanism for the photodissociation of S 1 acetylene involving the first three triplet surfaces. More recent experimental studies by Field and others [12] [13] [14] have probed these interac-tions between triplet states and the S 1 state, and Swiderek et al. 15 have observed singlet-triplet transitions in lowenergy electron energy loss spectrum of solid acetylene. Malsch et al. 16 have presented a detailed analysis of this spectrum together with new theoretical results for vertical excitation energies below about 10 eV and adiabatic excitation energies for the lowest few singlets and triplets using the complete-active-space second-order perturbation theory ͑CASPT2͒ method with polarized and augmented triple-basis sets.
Due to this healthy interplay between theory and experiment in the investigation of triplet states of acetylene, the recent work of Ahmed, Peterka, and Suits 17 is of great interest because it reports for the first time an experimentally derived value for the excitation energy of the lowest triplet state, T 0 (ã 3 B 2 ), of this simplest alkyne. These workers used the velocity map imaging technique to study the 243 nm photodissociation of vinyl radical, C 2 H 3 . By conservation of momentum, the major products are shown to be the singlet states of acetylene and vinylidene. However, a minor product is seen with a very low total translational energy release peaking at only 0.23 kcal mol Ϫ1 . Given the current theoretical data, such slow H atoms could only be accounted for by the ã 3 B 2 state of acetylene. Using the experimental heats of formation of C 2 H 3 and H( 2 S), the authors derive an upper limit for T 0 (ã 3 B 2 ) of 82.65 kcal mol
Ϫ1
, or 28 900 cm Ϫ1 , which ''does not agree well with recent ab initio calculations'' yielding 5 T 0 ϭ30 500 cm Ϫ1 . In this work, we use state-of-the-art theoretical methods to examine potential sources of error in the earlier ab initio adiabatic excitation energies for the four lowest-lying triplet states of acetylene and the three lowest-lying electronic states of vinylidene. By accounting for core-valence correlation, estimating the effects of full ͑i.e., nonperturbative͒ inclusion of connected triple excitations, extrapolating to the complete basis set limit, and even estimating relativistic effects, we are able to determine excitation energies for these C 2 H 2 species which for the first time may be expected to be of ''chemical accuracy,'' Ϯ1 kcal mol Ϫ1 or better. Our present value for T 0 ( 3 B 2 )ϭ30 900Ϯ230 cm Ϫ1 demonstrates that recent experimental value of 28 900 cm Ϫ1 is definitely underestimated. Possible reasons for this underestimation have already been suggested by Ahmed et al. 17 As those researchers plan to use larger photon energies in future experiments, our results for the higher triplet states should be helpful in interpreting forthcoming experimental data.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
This study employed the correlation-consistent polarized valence basis sets of Dunning and co-workers. 18 Structures and harmonic vibrational frequencies were determined using the correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-set, denoted cc-pVTZ. The harmonic vibrational frequencies were obtained via finite differences of analytic gradients. 19 Singlepoint energies were determined using the quadruple-and quintuple-sets ͑cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z͒ to enable extrapolations to the basis set limit. 20 The cc-pV5Z basis set for C 2 H 2 comprises 292 contracted Gaussian functions and is far larger than in any previous study of triplet states of C 2 H 2 .
Additionally, for the first time we have investigated the importance of core correlation in excited states of C 2 H 2 via the triple-core-valence 21 correlation-consistent basis set, denoted cc-pCVTZ.
Electron correlation was accounted for using the reliable coupled-cluster singles and doubles method with a perturbative treatment of connected triple excitations, CCSD͑T͒, 22, 19 based on a restricted Hartree-Fock ͑RHF͒ reference for the closed-shell singlets and a restricted open-shell HartreeFock ͑ROHF͒ reference for the triplets. To estimate the error in this method, single-point energies were obtained for the smallest basis, cc-pVTZ, with the complete noniterative treatment of triples, CCSDT. 23, 24 Core orbitals ͑carbon 1s-like͒ were constrained to be doubly occupied for all correlated computations using the cc-pVXZ basis sets, whereas core electrons were correlated when using the cc-pCVXZ core-valence basis sets. Relativistic effects were considered by a perturbative treatment of the Cowan-Griffin quasirelativistic many-electron Hamiltonian ͑which includes the mass-velocity and one-electron Darwin operators͒ using the CCSD͑T͒ relaxed density. 25 All coupled-cluster computations were performed using the ACES II quantum chemistry program package. 26 We have also obtained optimized geometries, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and excitation energies using density functional theory 27 ͑DFT͒ so that this increasingly popular approach may be compared to our highly accurate coupledcluster results. Specifically, we used the B3LYP method, 28 which pairs Becke's hybrid exchange functional 29 with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr. 30 The B3LYP computations used unrestricted orbitals for triplet species and were performed with the Q-Chem quantum chemistry package 31 using the cc-pVTZ basis and a grid with 100 radial points and 302 angular points per radial point. Finally, we also report excitation energies using the new Gaussian-3// B3LYP ͑G3//B3LYP͒ method 32, 33 for thermochemistry, which mixes the results of many ab initio computations and adjusts them using a small number of empirical parameters to obtain energy differences which are often accurate to nearly Ϯ1 kcal/mol ͑Ϯ350 cm Ϫ1 ͒. The MP4 energies required by the G3//B3LYP procedure, as well as the B3LYP vibrational frequencies for b 3 A 2 vinylidene, were provided by J. Rienstra-Kiracofe 34 using the GAUSSIAN 94 program. 35 The reliability of G3//B3LYP for adiabatic excitation energies is assessed by comparison to our best coupled-cluster results.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structures
Equilibrium geometries, obtained via the B3LYP and CCSD͑T͒ methods with a cc-pVTZ basis set, are given in Table I . The systematic study of several small closed-shell molecules by Thomas et al. 36 suggests that the coupledcluster bond lengths at this level of theory should be accurate within about 0.2%. Compared to experiment, 37 our cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ bond lengths are slightly overestimated ͑by 0.6% and 0.2%͒ for ground state acetylene. Larger basis set or an inclusion of core-valence correlation brought these bond lengths into closer agreement with experiment, but these small geometry changes had essentially no effect on excitation energies. Both the B3LYP and CCSD͑T͒ bond lengths for ã 3 B 2 vinylidene are within the given error bars for the structure derived from Franck-Condon simulations of experimental spectra by Ervin et al. 38 The B3LYP and CCSD͑T͒ bond lengths for all states are in fairly good agreement with each other, with very similar C-H bonds and C-C bonds about 0.01 to 0.02 Å shorter for B3LYP. This is consistent with our general experience with these two methods using a cc-pVTZ basis. 39 The CCH bond angle differs by as much as 1.2°͑b 3 A u acetylene͒.
B. Vibrational frequencies and zero-point energies
Harmonic vibrational frequencies are given in Table II . Compared to the harmonic frequencies derived from experiment 40 for the ground electronic state, the cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ results are within 6 cm Ϫ1 for all modes except the 4 ( g ) bend, which differs by 46 cm Ϫ1 ͑7%͒; this particular mode is sensitive to basis set effects. 36 B3LYP is more accurate for this mode ͑reducing the error to 28 cm Ϫ1 ͒ but is worse than CCSD͑T͒ for other modes ͑the largest error being 62 cm Ϫ1 for 2 ͒. Overall, the zero-point vibrational energy determined from the CCSD͑T͒ harmonic frequencies, 5785 cm
Ϫ1
, is nearly the same as the experimental zero-point energy which may be derived 41 from the harmonic frequencies and anharmonic constants of Strey and Mills, 40 5755 cm
. Assuming the other minima considered will generally behave similarly to ground state acetylene, we estimate the zero-point energies simply as one-half of the sum of the theoretical harmonic frequencies. Although the CH 2 rocking motion in X 1 A 1 vinylidene is known to exhibit substantial anharmonicity, 38 Stanton and Gauss have found 42 that anharmonic effects lower the acetylene-vinylidene energy difference by a modest 18 cm Ϫ1 . One might also expect significant anharmonicity for the ã 3 B u and b 3 A 2 states of acetylene, which lie only about 1700 and 1800 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, below the barrier to cis-trans isomerization on their respective potential energy surfaces. 43, 8 Perhaps more importantly, vibrational frequency predictions for antisymmetric modes of excited electronic states can sometimes be theoretically challenging, and we have encountered such problems for three different vibrational modes: the 4 44 Again, the discrepancies indicate that the predictions for this frequency are not as reliable as one would expect for this level of theory.
In an effort to understand the difficulty in obtaining consistent theoretical predictions for these problematic vibrational modes, we obtained the eigenvalues of the molecular orbital ͑MO͒ Hessian ͑spin-preserving rotations only͒ 45 for each structure at the cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ optimized geometry. Burton 3 A 2 state of vinylidene were greater than 0.03, whereas several eigenvalues smaller than this caused no problems for other states. Hence, it does not seem possible in this case to find an easy link between negative or near-zero MO Hessian eigenvalues and all three difficult vibrational modes, and it is unclear whether the situation could be improved by using a different choice of orbitals ͑e.g., approximate Brueckner orbitals 48, 49 ͒. For 3 A 2 vinylidene, the problem may simply be that the 4 (b 1 ) vibrational mode lowers the symmetry to C s , where mixing can occur with the nearby 3 B 2 state. This is not the case for the two minima on the T 2 surface of acetylene, where the problematic 6 vibrational mode does not allow coupling to the T 1 minima.
The difficult vibrational modes have a considerably larger uncertainty than the others. The ZPVEs, computed as one-half the sum of the cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ harmonic vibrational frequencies, should be accurate to roughly Ϯ150 cm
for the well-behaved states. For b 3 A u and b 3 A 2 acetylene, we will use a somewhat higher uncertainty of Ϯ200 cm Ϫ1 , and for the challenging b 3 A 2 state of vinylidene, we will estimate an uncertainty of perhaps Ϯ300 cm Ϫ1 .
C. Adiabatic excitation energies
The total energies are given in Table III , and from these we determine the relative energies presented in Table IV . In this study, the baseline excitation energies are obtained at the cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ level of theory, which was used to obtain geometries and harmonic vibrational frequencies; corrections are obtained by more complete single-point computations at the cc-pVTZ CCSD͑T͒ optimized geometries. First we will describe our procedure for obtaining highly accurate equilibrium excitation energies, T e , and then we will add the zeropoint vibrational energy ͑ZPVE͒ corrections to obtain T 0 values which may be compared to experiment. For the lowest triplet state, ã 3 B 2 cis, our baseline result of T e ϭ30 870 cm Ϫ1 is only slightly lower than the previous TZ2P f CCSD͑T͒//DZP CISD value of T e ϭ31 000 cm Ϫ1 ; this indicates a fairly small effect due to refinement of the geometry and the differences in basis set ͑cc-pVTZ differs from TZ2P f primarily in the addition of d functions on hydrogens͒.
As suggested previously, 5 we find that larger basis sets ͑here, cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z͒ increase the excitation energy of the lowest triplet state; moreover, the excitation energies of the vinylidene states and the other triplet states of acetylene are also increased. If we hope to achieve chemical accuracy, Ϯ1 kcal mol Ϫ1 ͑Ϯ350 cm
Ϫ1
͒, then we must consider these basis set effects to be quite large: the quadruple-basis set increases excitation energies by ϳ200-500 cm Ϫ1 , while the quintuple-basis increases them by an additional ϳ100 cm
. Based on the recommendations of Halkier et al., 20 we may extrapolate the correlation energy to the complete basis set limit by fitting cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z CCSD͑T͒ correlation energies to the form E X corr ϭE ϱ corr ϩAX Ϫ3 , where X is the cardinal number of the basis set ͑4 or 5͒. This extrapolated correlation energy is then added to the cc-pV5Z HartreeFock energy to obtain the estimated complete-basis set ͑CBS͒ CCSD͑T͒ energy. The CBS estimates increase the excitation energies yet again by 50- , T 0 in parentheses͒ for low-lying triplet states of acetylene.
Acetylene Vinylidene set results of Yamaguchi et al. 6 for triplet acetylene. Exploratory computations adding diffuse s-and p-type functions to the cc-pV5Z basis confirmed the expectation that these valence excited states do not have any appreciable neglected diffuse character, and so we estimate the uncertainty in the CBS extrapolations as Ϯ100 cm Ϫ1 . One would expect the largest errors in the CBS CCSD͑T͒ results to come from the neglect of core correlation and the incomplete ͑perturbative͒ treatment of connected triple excitations in the CCSD͑T͒ method; the neglect of connected quadruple and higher-order excitations is another, presumably much smaller, source of error. The effect of core correlation was estimated by correlating all electrons in CCSD͑T͒ with the cc-pCVTZ basis set, which adds basis functions describing core correlation to the cc-pVTZ basis. As seen in Table IV ͒ is not changed substantially for a larger cc-pCVQZ basis ͑242 cm Ϫ1 ͒. We estimate the uncertainty in the core correlation correction as double this difference, or Ϯ36 cm Ϫ1 . Errors in the treatment of electron correlation were estimated in the cc-pVTZ basis by including the full, iterative treatment of triples via the CCSDT method. The correction is negative and less uniform than the core correlation correction, decreasing excitation energies by 160 to 590 cm Ϫ1 . CCSDT computations for ã 3 B 2 acetylene verify that this full triples correction is hardly affected ͑Ϫ2 cm Ϫ1 ͒ by improving the basis set to cc-pVQZ. In a TZ2P basis, this correction is 70 cm Ϫ1 for the methylene singlet-triplet gap, and benchmark full configuration interaction results 50 indicate that the remaining error due to neglect of quadruple and higher-order excitations is about 30 cm Ϫ1 ; thus it seems safe to estimate the uncertainty in the correlation treatment for C 2 H 2 as Ϯ100 cm
. Additional sources of error in the equilibrium excitation energies, T e , should be substantially smaller than those already estimated. These include remaining deficiencies in the basis set and correlation treatment ͑discussed above͒, relativistic effects, and errors in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Relativistic effects may be estimated via a perturbative treatment of the mass-velocity and one-electron Darwin terms using the relaxed CCSD͑T͒ density; not surprisingly, we find that they have very little effect on the excitation energies-the largest change is a lowering of X 1 A 1 vinylidene by 29 cm Ϫ1 , and we estimate uncertainties due to relativistic effects as half this, or Ϯ15 cm Ϫ1 . A potentially larger relativistic effect could be due to spin-orbit coupling. However, a quick estimate by Pederson 51 using a density functional theory ͑DFT͒ approach 52 indicates that spin-orbit effects are negligible in acetylene. We have not explicitly considered corrections to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, but we note that the Born-Oppenheimer diagonal correction to the singlet-triplet gap 53 is 40 cm Ϫ1 for CH 2 and 28 cm Ϫ1 for HCF. We postulate that the Born-Oppenheimer correction to the singlet-triplet gap in C 2 H 2 is probably not more than twice this ͑Ϯ80 cm Ϫ1 ͒. To obtain our final estimates of the excitation energies T e , we add the core correlation correction, the relativistic correction, and the full CCSDT correction ͑all obtained with the cc-pVTZ or cc-pCVTZ basis sets͒ to the CBS CCSD͑T͒ results. 17 T 0 ϭ28 900 cm Ϫ1 is definitely too low. A possible explanation for this discrepancy has already been given by Ahmed, Peterka, and Suits, who point out that their observation of triplet acetylene below the ab initio threshold could be caused by ''hot band'' contributions from vibrationally excited vinyl radicals. We note that the uncertainty in the heat of formation of vinyl radical, 54 Ϯ5 kJ mol Ϫ1 ͑420 cm Ϫ1 ͒, is not nearly large enough to explain the discrepancy with experiment, and the uncertainty in the heat of formation of H atom is nearly negligible. Suits and co-workers are planning future experiments with larger photon energies which may access the higher-lying triplet states. We anticipate that the accurate excitation energies reported here for the other states of acetylene and vinylidene will assist in the interpretation of these experiments.
D. Comparison of electronic structure methods
Finally, we now consider the ability of some other ab initio approaches to match our benchmark complete-basis-set coupled-cluster estimates. Table IV shows that the TZ(2d f ,2pd) CASPT2//CASSCF results of Malsch et al. 16 for T e are about 1000 to 1400 cm Ϫ1 too low for the four acetylene excited states. The primary causes of this underestimation are both basis set and correlation effects. DFT B3LYP excitation energies (T 0 ) are also uniformly underestimated, by 700 to 2500 cm Ϫ1 ͑2 to 7 kcal mol Ϫ1 ͒. Clearly this approach is not suitable for obtaining excitation energies within chemical accuracy. On the other hand, the recently introduced G3 method, 32 which generally provides heats of formation to near-chemical accuracy, fares much better for the current problem.
The G3 method combines results from a series of ab initio computations to mimic-at reduced computational expense-the results of a large basis set quadratic configuration interaction singles and doubles with perturbative triples ͓QCISD͑T͔͒ 55 treatment. This approach includes an estimate of core correlation and an empirical adjustment for remaining deficiencies in the treatment of electron correlation, so that in principle it is capable of providing highquality relative energies comparable to the present complete basis coupled-cluster results. Although G3 has been benchmarked against a large number of experimental heats of formation, ionization potentials, and electron affinities, 32 it is important to evaluate its performance for adiabatic excitation energies. Here we have employed the G3//B3LYP variant, 33 which uses B3LYP for geometries and frequencies. Table IV shows that our G3//B3LYP excitation energies are a dramatic improvement over the cc-pVTZ B3LYP energies, differing from our final coupled-cluster estimates by only 30-140 cm Ϫ1 ͑0.1-0.4 kcal mol Ϫ1 ͒, which is less than our estimated uncertainties. Given that cc-pV5Z CCSD͑T͒ was vastly more expensive than any of the computations required for G3//B3LYP, this suggests that G3//B3LYP may be the method of choice for routine computations of adiabatic excitation energies of ''well-behaved'' molecules. One would expect G3//B3LYP to make larger errors for systems exhibiting significant nondynamical correlation ͑e.g., highly strained species or molecules undergoing bond-breaking reactions͒ and for systems containing heavier atoms where relativistic effects can become important.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The singlet-triplet gap in acetylene and the identity of the first excited triplet state have been controversial questions that theory claims to have answered. However, the first experimentally derived estimate of the singlet-triplet gap recently reported by Ahmed, Peterka, and Suits, 17 T 0 (ã 3 B 2 ) ϭ28 900 cm Ϫ1 , is not in good agreement with the TZ(2d f ,2p) CCSD͑T͒//DZP CISD prediction 5 of 30 500 Ϯ1000 cm Ϫ1 . In this study we have investigated possible deficiencies in the previous theoretical treatment of this important energetic quantity. Extrapolating to the complete basis set limit increases the excitation energy by about 650 cm Ϫ1 compared to a triple-basis, and core correlation adds another 260 cm Ϫ1 . However, these corrections are partially offset by a Ϫ316 cm Ϫ1 correction for deficiencies in the CCSD͑T͒ treatment of electron correlation. As expected, relativistic corrections appear to be very small. Our final estimate of T 0 (ã 3 B 2 )ϭ30 900Ϯ230 cm Ϫ1 is in good agreement with the previous theoretical value and demonstrates that the experimental result is underestimated; the possibility of ''hot band'' contributions from internally excited vinyl radicals noted by Ahmed et al. now seems considerably more likely. To assist future experimental work, we have used the same theoretical methodology to predict term energies for the next three triplet minima of acetylene and the first three states of vinylidene. Finally, we have used our high-quality results to benchmark B3LYP density-functional theory and the G3//B3LYP methods for adiabatic excitation energies, and we find that while G3//B3LYP is within 0.4 kcal mol Ϫ1 of our best results, cc-pVTZ B3LYP is off by as much as 7 kcal mol Ϫ1 and is thus unsuitable for computing highly accurate excitation energies.
